**Supervisor:**
Surname: Breithaupt  
Name: Thomas  
Position: Lecturer  
Phone #: +44-1482-465924
Laboratory /Company: Sensory and Chemical Ecology Group / University of Hull
Address: School of Biological, Biomedical and Environmental Sciences, Hull, HU6 7RX
E-mail adress: t.breithaupt@hull.ac.uk

**Topic of the internship:**
Chemical Ecology of decapod crustaceans

**Key-words:**
Chemical communication, animal contest, crayfish, stress, animal personality

**Summary (no more than 150 words):**
In my laboratory, the student will be exposed to a variety of topics including behavioural analysis of crayfish aggressive contests, conducting bioassays to analyse the role of chemical signals, study of animal personality, behavioural and physiological consequences of stress in invertebrates. The student will work alongside other postgraduate students in one or several projects that will allow him to obtain new skills in the fields of behavioural ecology and chemical ecology. I can confirm that the general time for the internship between March and June 2015 would be suitable, the exact dates need to be confirmed.

**Two bibliographic references:**

**Likely to be operated technical methods:**
Conducting behavioural experiments, quantitative analysis of behavioural data, extraction of chemical signals, bioassays for identification of chemical signals

**Specific skills required:**
Safe work in the laboratory, basic knowledge of statistics including use of statistical software packages, handling and maintaining of aquatic animals